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Abstraet:The continuous
multi-parameter
analysis of an icecore reduces time required
forfield
and Iaberatory
investigations,
A method
forproducinga continuous thin section
(TS)along an ice core ig described. Semiconductor lasersensors (LS)and multiple

were
used forcentinuous
measurements
ofelectrical and optical parametersof
the TS along the ice cere. An ice core volume of 3-5% is thrown out duringice core
ConductivityMeasurements (ECM), stratigraphy, air bubbles
preparationfor Electrical
concentration, average bubble
diameter,
and linear
dimensionsef icecrystals.
A modified
commercial
LS has a spatial resolution about e.1 mm.
Opaque objects,
about
1 ptm diameter, can bc detected
insidea TS. The concentration and average
diarneter
ofair bubbles can bc measured.
The finestratigraphy ofan ice core caused by
air bubbles
or golid paniclescan be studied insidea TS by LS. Using polarization
effects,
lineardimensionsof Lcecrystals can be measured.

electrodes

1. Introduction
Beginning in the late seventies, continuous
methods
of ice core analysis
were
developed(HAMMERet aL, 1978;HAMMER, 1980;STAuFFERet al., l989; ZAGoRoDNov and
ARKHipov,1990;ZAGoRoDNov et aL, 199l;TAyLoR et al., 1992). Continuousstudy ofice
cores using an Ice Cere AnalyticalSystem
has severat advantages:
(ICAS)
1) continuous profilescan be obtained;
2) dataprocessing
speed isincreased;
and
3) only a small portionof an icecore is wasted.
During laberatory
investigations
ofa single pararneter
ofan
icecore 90% ofthe total
time required fbrcore retrieval, unpacking,
fitting
and repacking
(HAMMER et al., 1985).
Obviously,multi-pararneter
icecore study will saye routine work time.
There are several types of ElectricalConductivityMeasurements(ECM)apparatus
describedin the literature
(HAMMER,1980; DANsGAARD et al., 198S; ScHwANDER et aL,
1983), The latest
modification
ofthe ECM method
involvedapplication ofa highvoltage
V)
and
a
relatively
high speed electrede motion (80-100
(2500
mm!s),
This allowed a
reduction
in the signa] to noise ratio (TAyLoR
et al,, 1992).Spatialresolution
ofthe ECM
method was estimated
as 2 mm
(HAMMER,l980), Currently,the (ECM) method ismost
common
fordetection
of acidity and annual layers
ofan icecore. Using a rail system fbr
carrying
instrumentsalong an ice core allows continuous
measurement
of different
Modification
of
the ECM method
using
alternating
pararneters.
current
offers
the
of
measuring
ion
composition
of
an
ice
core.
The
intensity
of
possibility
gamma-rays
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absorption
passing through the icedependson theirdensity,Measurementsofgamma-ray
Ice
the
continuous
of
ice
core
density.
along
an icecore allows
fbrthe obtaining
profile
crystals

and

detection
were
air bubbles

performedusing

an automated

device(ZAGoRoDNov

et al,,1991),

historyitis often
obtain detailed infbrmationon climate and environmental
then 1 mm)
metamorphosed
icelayersin an icecore, Both
necessary
to analyze thin (less
ice
can
be
measured
continuously
along
the icecore,
electrical and optical properties
of
To

The major

advantages

of optical

sensing

are: no-contact

measurements

and

the possibility

bothwide and narrow lightbeams. Experiments with natural icecores obtained at
and
Greenland Summit were carried out in the cold
Mizuho Station(Antarctica)
of Polar Research (NIPR)
arid the Byrd Polar
laboratories
of the Nationa]
Institute
(Japan)
S.
A.).
A
continuous
thin
section formatting
Research Center,Ohio StateUniversity
(U.
site, The goal of the experiments
presented
procedure was tested at the GISP2 drilling
an
icecore
continuous
analysis of
below was to developmethods of the multi-parameter
annual
stratigraphy,
Some electrical
primarily fbrthe study of thin (afew millimeters)
length 780 nm) propertiesofthe icecores were investigated,
VDC) and optical (waye
(1OOO
ofusjng

2. Ice Core Analytical System (ICAS)
for multi-parameter
continuous
icecore
The generalschernatic of the apparatus
System (ICAS)---is
shown
inFig.1. ICAS consists of
investigations
IceCore Analytical
which
moves
along
rails, cutting tools,array of
ofan
icecore
a carriage holdinga segment
and
and control panel,A portablesystem
was developed forfield
sensors, dataacquisition
include
m) segments
of ice core,
Analyzing procedures
laboratory study of short (<O.4
segment
and
longitudinal
measurements
of its
thin
section
along
an
ice
core
formatting
electrical

and

optical

parameters along the same

route.

Flg. I. Schematic
oftheIce Core AnalyticalS.vstem:SPcurrent
suptice
(ECIVD
potentialouiput, IC-initiat
ED-light-emitting diodes, PD-photo
output,
diodes.
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2.1.iObinsectionformatting
Cylindrical
or quarter)segrnents
of an ice core have been fixedon the carriage
(half
and moved
along the rails (Fig.
2). A synchronous AC motor (4W) with reducer provides
constant
speed motion
ofthe
core segment
through thin section fbrmattinginstruments
and
sensor arrays. The dimensionsof the ice core segments and TS in Fig. 2 were taken from
successfu1 experiments,
Thin section fbrmationand optica] measurements were done at the
speed of 2,6mmfs, and electrical measurements
took place at 30 mmls.
The thin section-I
was formatted
duringcutting by two mills (OD80 mm) mounted on shafts
(TS-I)
(Fig.1)
oftwo
DC motors (7,OOO-1O.OOO
mm)
section-II
rpm; 150 W), To create a very thin(O,15
felt
disks
were
used
rather
than
mills.
High
speed
DC
motors
(TS-II),
(8,OOO-･12.000
rpm;
4 W) were used forthe operation. Maximum testedspeed of the TS-I and TS-IIformation
was
6 mmls (about
21.5 mfhr). The thin sections (TS-1
and TS-II) made
from fresh
Greenlandi¢ e eore, recovered from a depthabout 120 m, didnot contained visible cracks.
Only 3 to 5% of the ice core volume iswasted for a 10-mrn heightTS. In different
experiments
TS-I had thicknesses of d==4.5 and 6 mm and was used fbr the study of
electrical and optical properties.
TS-IIwith d=O.15 mm was used fbrmeasurements
of
linear
dimensionsof icecrystals, Measurements of the TS thickness have been done using
micrometer
with O.Ol-mm resolution.
Both cross-sectional and longitudinalvariations of
the thickness ofTS-I
didnot exceed O,1 mm, A visual inspectionof theTS-II showed that
thickness
increases
from approximately
O.5 mm at the baseto the O.1 mm or lessat the top.
Longitudinal
TS-II thicknessvariations do not exceed O.1 mm.
For preciseTS thickness
rneasurements, special optical devicesshou]d be used.
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Fig.2. Eens'ions
qfthinsectionsformatting;

7
.1y

dimensionsin mm,

Resultsof the TS investigations
presentedbelow were obtained using various rail
with different
mechanisms
for cutting instrumentsand sensors.
positioning
But
tools,
as
well
as
sensors,
have
not
been
significantly
changed.
processing
Thus,the quality
ofthe
TS-I and TS-II used inthe different
experiments was similar and the results obtained
systems

were

comparable.

2.2,Electro`les
The current betweentwo electrodes with applied DC veltage moving over a surface of
an icecore is the initial
current (IC)
in the buildupof space charges (HAMMER,I980,
1983), Evidently,
ifthe electrodes touch the opposite sides of the thin section, a similar
electrical phenomenon
will occur.
The TS shape and size are parameters
which
deterrnine
the number
of the charges and parameters
ofthe
electric fieldbetween the electrodes,
If
the thickness of the TS isconstant, then initial
current depend on the concentration
of the
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impurityinthe ice. The deferenceofpotential betweentwo electrodes placed inelectric
fieldof the current electrodes dependson IC and parametersof the substance between
multiple
electrodes
formeasure of initial
current
electrodes.
To provethese assumptions,
1). Two pairof V-shape spring (O.3
mm
and surface potential(SP)were designed(Fig.
wire)
touch
the
TS-I
fi'orn
opposite
sides.
The
contact
area
of
each
diameter
electrodes
electrode
isapproximately
O.25mm2. The TS fitslooselythrough the electrodes in both
directions.The vertical distancebetween the electrodes was 2 mm, and the horizontal
ofinitial
distance
dependedon the thickness of the thin sections. In this way, measurement
during different
The [C and the SP were measured
current are similar to the ECM method,
runs
was
O.5-5
min.
Electrical
measurements
were
conducted
runs,
The time between
using
1000 VDC applied potential, The describedelectrodes allowed us to measure
electrical parameters
of an icecore on the sarne route as optical sensing. Registrationof
as well as optical sensors output, was accornplished
by
initial
current and surface potential,
were
conducted
at
a single ehannel
chart recorder,
Electrical
and optical measurements
temperaturesof-8 ---90C.
2,3. Cipticalsensons

laserphotoelectric
sensors
(LS)
(KeyenceCerp.), LS consist of a semiconductor laserlightsource and a photoreceiver
light
beam, between
situated on a straight line,When an object ispassing through the laser
the lightsource (780nm wavelength;
3 mW) and the receiver, itcauses a change in the
lightquantity.
The intensity
ofthe beam passing through an empty
space betweenthe light
output
5,t V) reference,
The
source and the receiver was used as a 100{ra(maximum
area ofthe laserbeam. Modificationsofthe
output signal isproportionalto the interrupted
LS allow us to obtain planepolarizedmonochromatic
lightbeams:rectangular (2× 4 mm)
limitof the sensor in
and elliptical (O.l
mm
)form infocalp]ane(Fig.1). The detection
fbcalplaneof the narrow beam was 1 ptm diameterfbra single opaque object. The broad
beam limitwas about a 100 "m diameterobject. Resolution of photo diodesin 5,lV fu11
Opticalmeasurements

output

range

sensor)
(advanced

temperature range

of

done by

were

-62 to

4

was

+500C

mV.

commercial

Optical sensors

have performed

and

with

have been tested
stable

within

the

characteristics.

were done:(1)the variations
of
Two typcsof the longitudinaloptical measurements
the intensity
of the wide light
beam passedthrough the TS-1 or optical density(OD)and
the
intensity
of
the
narrow
beam passed trough TS-IJ and analyzer,
The latter
(2)
were
conducted at various incidenceangles of the lightbeam relative to the
TS-II plane, In Fig. 1 the lightbeam polarizationp]ane isvertical.
The p)ane of the
was
to TS-II and the polarization
to the
scanning
perpendicular
planewas perpendicular
scanning
have beendone along the
plane,Both the electrical and the optical measurements

measurements

same track.

3. Experiments
3.1. Initialcurrentand
suJtflicepotential
ResultsofIC and SP measurements
resistor

k9)
(8,2

d==4,5mm

were

do

not

at a speed

have been done at

the electrical measurements
and

ofanieecore

exceed

obtained

at

the apparatus

8

and

20

mm,

of30

mmls

are shown

in Fig,3. When

the output signals on IC
noise (O.1
mV).
Profilesmarked
di6 mm
respectively,
below the icecore surface.
speed

of2.6

mm!s
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According to Hammer's description
of the ECM
rnethod, the IC has a maximurn
value
duringthe first
O,1-O.5s when the electrodes touch the icesurface (HAMMER,1980). Then
the current decreases
exponentially.
Hence,small values ofthe initial
current at low speed
can be explained
by finishing
buildupef the space charges, Itfo11owsthat,in the case of
the thin section ECM measurements,
the same rnechanism
of the buildupof space charges
takes place,Becausesurface potentiaiarises only during
highspeed electrode events, this
parameter may also represent the buildup of space charges.
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The effect ofa TS thicknesswas determinedwhen electrical measurements
along the
segment ef an icecore were conducted
at d=6 and 4.5 mm.
At highspeed, values of
the IC was approximately
3 times higherwhen ct=6 mm compared
to d=4.5 rnrn, On the
contrary,
the SP increasesinthe same proportionwhen
TS thicknessdecreasesfrom 6 to
4,5 mm. Both pair of IC and SP profiles
demonstratesimilar genera]trends and features.
Results of repeated
measurements
(O.5-5min) showed very small variation of the
amplitude and positionof the IC and SP features.
Base on liquidcenductivity
and particle
concentration
the
thickness
of
annual
layers
in
this
segment
ef
the
ice
core are
profiles
close to O.3 m. Presumably, IC and SP profilesin Fig.3 represent
a one-year accumulation
layer,
same

3.2 (2pticaldensityandstratigrapIry
Partof the energy that fa11s
on ice is refiected from the surface.
According to HoBBs
when
visible lightfalls
normally te air-ice or ice-air
interfaee,the amount of
(1974),
reflected energy
is 1.8% ofincident energy, The absorption coefTicient ofclear iceat 78e
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isabout O.Ol5 cm i (HoBBs,1974). In the case of transmittinglight
through the O.2and 6 mm thick,clear iceplates,absorption isequal to O.03and O,9% of
incident
energy,
respectively.
Thus,variations ofthe intensity
ofthe
lightpassedthrough
the TS (d=6
±O,1mm)
of clear icecaused by changing TS thicknessshould net exceed
4
mV.
A clear, polycrystalline
ice,composed
ofcrystals
ofaverage
diameter 1 mm, absorbs
the same quantityoflight as a single crysta} ofice (HoBBs,
1974).Hence,lightreflection
from the TS surface and absorption by clear iceare negligible.
The absorption
coefficient
of bubbly iceis largerdue to scattering
from the air
1974; LANE, 1975). Approximately 40-609,6ofenergy passesthrough the
bubbles(HoBBs,
bubblylakeor artificial ice,Numerous investigations
show
that the density
ofglacier
ice
depends on the volume
of air bubb]es(BuTKQvicH,
1953;SHuMsKii,1955;LANGwAy,
1958;Gow, 1963).As a first
approximation,
densityof glacierice(ng)
can be described
by NAKAwo and NARiTA (l985):
where
is
the
density
of pureice,
r
pg=p [1--413(m'3rp)],
p,
ofair bubbles,respectively.
and n are the radius and the concentration
Experimenta1
data
and
LIpENKov,
l984;
NARITA
and
NAKAwo,
1985)
show
that
in
antarctic
ice
n
(BARKov
]
varied
between O.2 and O.8 mm
and r from O.1 to 1.0mm.
If bubblesare dispersed
unifbrmly
inan icecore, then one bubblewould occupy from 1,25to 5 mm3. Narrow (O.1
mm)
lightbeam passingthrough 6 mm thick TS-I (Fig.1) interacts
with
Z==O.06mrn]
volume
ofice.
IfTS-I has a thickness of2 mm, then Z=O.02mm3.
Hence,the narrow
beam allows us to measure the magnitude
ofn.
The broadbeam passing through TS-I (6
mm)
and interacts
with Z=48 mm.
In the latter
case, intensity
of the light
passingthrough
TS-I dependson n and on the radius of air inclusions.
Whenn isknown, itispossible
to
calculate
r. Dimensions ofthe
TS and the lightbeams can by adjusted
to specific
parametersof air inclusions.
In order to deterrnine
true densityfrom the optical data,several effects should be
investigated:(1)temperature (BuTKovlcH,
1953), (2)bubbles' size distribution
(BARKov
and LtpENKov,1984),
et aL, l983;NAKAwo and NARITA,1985),
(3)surface factor(HiGAsHi
ice
relaxation
1958;
SHoJi
and
LANGwAy,
l983), (5)insolubleinclusions,
(4)
(LANGwAy,
nm

wavelengths

(NAKAwoand

NARiTA, 1985).
to seasonal variations (LANGwAy,
l967; SHoJI
and LANGwAy,
l989). At the pore close-off level,the density
variations
are about
10-50
kglm'. Melt features
increasethis variation (BENsoN,
1959).The use of ICAS seasonal
optical densityvariations
have been found in GreenlandSummit icecore, The optical
densityprofile
in Fig, 3 has a darker fragment which correlates with the springfsummer
of
micropanicles
concentration.
High frequencynoise on the optical density(OD)
peak
bubbles distribution.
ShQrt-term OD variations
profileappear due to not uniform
and

micro-fractures

Thc densityofglacier

iceissubjected

presumablycorrespond to wind and radiation crusts. Based on presented results, one may
assume
thatthe described
optical sensor (broad
beam) allows fbrthe detection
of 1-2-mm
thick stratigraphy
features, The resolution ef the above method
can be increased
by
application
ofa narrow
beam sensor,
3,3, lte cr:ystals tinear
dimensions
The intensityof a plane-polarizedlight
beam passing through a single icecrystal and
analyzer
dependson the orientation ofthe crystal optic axes. Therefore,the intensitywill
change
abruptly
as the lightbeam moves
from one crystal to another. Two parallel,
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sections efthe Mizuho icecore were fabricated
et aL, 1991), The
(ZAGoRoDNov
first
seetion (Fig.
4a)was prepared by band saw and microtome
shaving;
the second (Fig,
4b),by ICAS. Longitudinalscanning profilesof the TS-IItaken by lasersensors are
shown
inFig.4, Both profiles
demonstrate
an abrupt change
of light
intensitywhen the
lightbeam crosses the grainboundariesdetectedon the photographs.
The thickersection
4b) demonstrates
a maximal
variation
of the output signal of5.1 V, while the thinner
(Fig.
section is3.3V. Sinceboth TS were made
from the same segment of the icecore, the
differenees
can be explained
only by the thicknesses.Most ofthe
grainboundariesare not
to
the
TS
surface,
therefore,
the light
beam crosses the area which consists of
perpendicular
fragmentsof two or three crystals. In this case, the averaging of output signals occurs.
Longitudinalvariations of the output signal ina limits
of some crystals are caused by the
TS surface roughness. Sincethe thicknessof a TS isyery small, only one air bubble(Fig,
4b) was detectedinbothsections with a totallengthof225 mm. The mean graindiameter
ean be obtained
by dividingthe tetallengthofthe TS by the number of grainsintersecting
the scanning line.The slight deference
of the grainnumbers
in analyzed sections isdue to
irregular
shape and size distribution
of icecrystals within theicecore segment.
vertical

A>v"F=n.Joov.2wo-o=m

mm
321o1 a, d=O.10
79
13 14
16
11Hill ll M)1 I [lte

19

1 1

23 25 26

29

li 1-1111

S2 34

11ww
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39

b, d O,16 mm
12345.6

54321o

7egtl121411i1t6xlaN117Ilg20222312526i1'l32e1
303134I32i331

'alr
bubble'

'

iU"

O123456789

10

Length, cm

11

Fig,4, intensity
ctfLpotarized tightpassing
through the thin section-I and analyier; numbers
correspond
to
the ice ctystats visuatly detectedinspecimen between cross polaroids.IVIizuho
Station(;dntarctica
J
icecore, depth309 m.

3,4.Cczxis orientation
Itischallenging to use a ICAS forcontinuous
C-axisorientation measurements,
There are two types of autematic icefabricanalyzers: X-ray Laue method (MoRiet al.,
1985)and irnageanalysis ofthin sections (EicKEN
and LANGE, 1992). Both methods
used a
fabricated
thin
section,
Further
development
of
the
ICAS
will
allow
us to
previously
combine
both operations: continuous TS preparationand measurements
of optical
characteristics
of ice crystals,
As an option, the image-processing
techniques can be
involvedforcontinuous icecore analysis,
To check the possibility
ofthe autemation ofthe C-axis
measurements,
the TS-II (Fig.
4b)

was

scanned

thirteentimes

laserbeam. The profiles
similar
crystal was
crystal,

the angular

Fig,5 without
symmetrical,

to angular

subjected

along

the same

to those shown
scanning,

incidentangles of the
inFig.4b were obtained, Inthisway, each
trace with

Using an

yarious

average

output

signal

along

each

dependencewas obtained.
Results ofTS-II
scanning
are shown
forlightreflection. There are threetypes of thisrelationship:

correction

b-leftshifted, and c-right

in
a-

shifted,
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the polarizationeffect of the icecrystals by Hobbs, the
occurs
when
the C-axis of the icecrystal isintheplane
symmetrical type of relationship
450
inclinedto the polarization
(HoBBs,1974), Left- and right-shifted curves
planeby
the angle between projectionof the C-axison TS plane and
occur when
plane of light
isdefersof from the450. Maximal transparency arises when the optic axis is
polarization
to
in a planeof the TS (curve
14, Fig,5). The minimal will occur when the axis isparallel
to the polarization
the TS planeand parallel
plane(curve16, Fig. 5a). The C-axis of the
rest ofcrystals
isinclined
to the TS plane.The experimental results shown that within an
angle of the maximum
transparency.
angle of 180a,each crystal hasa particular
Based
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4. Conclusions
the opportunity fordevelopmentof ICAS
Experiments have demonstrated
capable

of conducting

multiple,

continuous

analyses

of an

icecores, The

the use of different
processingtoolsand sensors forthe multi-task
an

ice¢ ore. The

major

advantage

of

the thin section

is

apparatus allows

studies

isthe small

analysis

which

of segments

(3to 59'6of

of

ice

It hasbeen demonstrated
thata continuous
thin section can
ice
core
investigations.
structure,
texture
and
fabric)
(density,
To improve the capability of ICAS, the fbllowingexperimental
and theoreticat

core volume)

ice core

be used forECM

and

waste.

optical

investigations
should be conducted:
1) correlation betweensurface potentialand ioncomposition
of an icecore;
2) correlation betweenicecore densityand parameters ofair inclusions;
lightpasses
3) calculation of relationship between reflection coefficient of polarized
through thin section and incident
angle;
4) comparison of results of the ice crystal optic axis measurernents
by conventional
and laser
scanning
method;
5)
lce

effect

ofmicro

cracks

ar)d microparticles

on

electrical

and

optical

parameters of

cores.
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